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Latest Articles
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Dynamic neuromuscular stabilization: A philosophy of movement efficiency
Dynamic neuromuscular stabilization (DNS) is the code that allows an individual to witness, better comprehend and speak movement.
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Chiropractic lead generation models to help you grow your practice
This article presents two proven lead generation models to incorporate into your chiropractic marketing strategy.  
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How to use evidence-based research to validate chiropractic care
This article explores the benefits of evidence-based research and illustrates how DCs can implement it into their own chiropractic practice.  
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Intrinsic factor and vitamin B12 – Why gut health matters
Explore and shares the benefits of Vitamin B12 for your patients and how encouraging the consumption of high-quality supplements, can help to ensure intrinsic factor amounts are optimized.
[image: low-back pain][image: low-back pain]
Sprains, strains and low-back pain: Is there a connection?
Revealing the foundational cause of low-back pain will help you develop treatment plans to address the source and alleviate pain. 
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How chiropractic care can prevent and treat pickleball injuries
To support your pickleball-playing patient’s recovery and performance, provide ongoing adjustments and conditioning rehab should injuries occur. 





Editor’s Pick
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When does it make sense to add rehab to your chiropractic practice?
By gaining the knowledge to create rehab plans for common musculoskeletal conditions, you can demonstrate your abilities and streamline patients’ care. 



Featured Content
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Effective rate: Your guide to financial transparency
the last thing you should deal with is hidden fees and inflated rates from your payment processing solution. But it happens all the time…
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Argentyn 23®  Professional Bio-Active Silver Hydrosol™ for immune support*, sinus relief and first aid gel: Not your ordinary silver
Argentyn 23 Professional Bio-Active Silver Hydrosol™ represents a groundbreaking advancement in silver supplementation…
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What is DMG and its 7 most common uses?
Dimethylglycine (DMG) is an amino acid with quite an exciting history. Read the article to learn more!
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IHHT & your chiropractic practice
As a doctor of chiropractic, physical therapist, or integrated specialist, you’re always seeking new and convenient solutions to elevate your patients’ overall health and wellness…







Current News


 American Arthritis Foundation appoints first DC to board
The American Arthritis Foundation appointed Kenneth Thomas DC, Parker University’s Senior Education Consultant for Admissions and Recruiting, to its board.
Petrocco-Napuli receives 2024 Dr. Beatrice B. Hagen Award
Logan University is proud to present Kristina Petrocco-Napuli, DC, MS, DHPE (’23), FICC, FACC, with the 2024 Dr. Beatrice B. Hagen Award.
Local chiropractic wellness center celebrates 30 years of service
The community is invited to A Place for Healing in Wilton Manors, Fla., to help celebrate their 30th anniversary with an open house on April 13.



  Equipment donated by DC to benefit CUKC’s chiropractic students
Chiropractic students at Cleveland University-Kansas City (CUKC) will benefit from the generosity shown by a friend of the University.
Logan University establishes The Joint Chiropractic Endowed Scholarship
Logan University and The Joint Corp. are proud to establish The Joint Chiropractic Endowed Scholarship for Logan’s Doctor of Chiropractic students.
CUKC’s chiropractic program to hold open house April 5
On April 5, Cleveland University – Kansas City’s Doctor of Chiropractic program will host an open house on the CUKC campus in Overland Park, Kansas.





Product Samples

Sample of the Month

 

Stay tuned for the next Chiropractic Economics Sample of the Month!

Featured Products

Product Giveaway
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Enter to win this Dee Cee Labs Supplement Bundle valued at $830! Get 12 bottles of Formula 303,  8 bottles of Stress Plus, 8 bottles of Disc-Gard +, and 8 bottles of Proteo-zyme. Level up your practice with this ultimate supplement bundle. Click here to enter this giveaway.

Product of the Week
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Explore Foot Levelers unrivaled collection of new, sports-specific custom stabilizing orthotics. Custom flexible orthotics to support every athlete in every sport. Premium materials, superior engineering—delivering comprehensive full-body and three-arch support from training to peak performance and recovery. The new XP3® Sports Collection absorb up to 90% of heel impact, offer 3-arch stability on uneven terrain, availble in full and 3/4 length options. Click Here to learn more!





 View More Products

About Chiropractic Economics

Founded in 1954, Chiropractic Economics is a chiropractic magazine that has focused on bridging the gap between what doctors of chiropractic learn about health care and what they need to know as entrepreneurs who command successful, thriving practices. We are the top-rated resource for chiropractic news, marketing, consulting, financial planning, attracting and retaining patients, and motivating and managing employees. We provide information for practicing DCs, with a focus on office management, patient relations, personal development, financial planning, legal, clinical and research data, and wellness and nutrition.
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